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The nonlinearization method is extended to the investigation of coupled nonlin-
ear Schrodinger equations associated with a 3 = 3 matrix eigenvalue problem, fromÈ
which a new finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system is obtained by nonlinearization
of the eigenvalue problem and its adjoint one. A scheme for generating involutive
systems of conserved integrals is proposed, by which the finite-dimensional Hamil-
tonian system is further proved to be completely integrable in the Liouville sense.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It has been known that the key to complete integrability of a finite-di-
mensional Hamiltonian system is the existence of an involutive system of
conserved integrals according to the Liouville]Arnold theorem. However,
it is difficult for us to search for an involutive system of conserved integrals
for a given finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system. The well-known
w xisospectral technique of Lax 1 can be applied to obtain involutive systems
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NONLINEAR SCHRODINGER EQUATIONSÈ 27
of conserved integrals for some finite-dimensional completely integrable
w xsystems such as the periodic Toda lattice 2 , the Calogero]Moser system
w x3, 4 and others.
w xAn effective method, the so-called nonlinearization of Lax pairs 5]7 ,
has been developed and applied to various soliton hierarchies associated
with 2 = 2 matrix spectral problems to get finite-dimensional completely
integrable systems. It is a surprising fact that the spatial part of Lax pairs
for the soliton hierarchy is nonlinearized to be a finite-dimensional Hamil-
tonian system under the constraint between the potentials and eigenfunc-
tions, while the temporal parts of Lax pairs are exactly nonlinearized to be
an involutive system of conserved integrals of this finite-dimensional
Hamiltonian system. This method has been generalized to discuss the
nonlinearization of Lax pairs and adjoint Lax pairs of soliton hierarchies
w x8]10 . Moreover, there are attempts to apply the nonlinearization method
Ž .to the Lax pairs and adjoint Lax pairs of 2 q 1 -dimensional soliton
systems such as the Kadomtsev]Petviashili equation and the
Ž .Devey]Stewartson equation in order to get 1 q 1 -dimensional integrable
Ž w x.systems see, for example, Ref. 11 .
In this paper, the nonlinearization method is further developed and
applied to the investigation of the coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equa-È
w xtions associated with a 3 = 3 matrix eigenvalue problem 12, 13 . In
Section 2, we construct the soliton hierarchy associated with the eigen-
value problem. In Section 3, we introduce a constraint between the
potentials and eigenfunctions. Under the constraint, a new finite-dimen-
sional Hamiltonian system is obtained by nonlinearization of the eigen-
value problem and its adjoint one. In Section 4, we propose a scheme for
generating the involutive systems of conserved integrals of the finite-di-
mensional Hamiltonian system and we further prove that the finite-dimen-
sional Hamiltonian system is completely integrable in the Liouville sense.
2. THE SOLITON HIERARCHY
Let us consider the 3 = 3 matrix eigenvalue problem,
1 yl u uc 1 2
2 ¤ l 0c s U u , l c , c s , U s , 2.1cŽ . Ž .1x  0 03 ¤ 0 lc 2
Ž .Twhere the potential u s u , u , ¤ , ¤ , l is a constant spectral parame-1 2 1 2
Ž .ter. In order to derive the isospectral hierarchy associated with 2.1 , we
proceed first to solve the stationary zero-curvature equation,
w xV y U, V s 0, V s V , 2.2aŽ .Ž .x i j 3=3
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where
V s V lyl , V s V Ž l . . 2.2bŽ .Ž .Ý l l i j 3=3
lG0
Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.2b into 2.2a engenders the recurrence relations,
V Ž0. s 0, V Ž0. s 0, V Ž0. s 0, V Ž0. s 0,12 21 13 31
V Ž0. s 0, V Ž0. s 0, V Ž0. s 0, 1 F i F 3,23 x 32 x i i x
V Ž l . q u V Ž l . y V Ž l . y u V Ž l . s y2V Ž lq1. ,Ž .12 x 1 11 22 2 32 12
V Ž l . q u V Ž l . y V Ž l . y u V Ž l . s y2V Ž lq1. ,Ž .13 x 2 11 33 1 23 13
V Ž l . y ¤ V Ž l . y V Ž l . q ¤ V Ž l . s 2V Ž lq1. ,Ž .21 x 1 11 22 2 23 21 2.3Ž .
V Ž l . y ¤ V Ž l . y V Ž l . q ¤ V Ž l . s 2V Ž lq1. ,Ž .31 x 2 11 33 1 32 31
V Ž l . y u V Ž l . y u V Ž l . q ¤ V Ž l . q ¤ V Ž l . s 0,11 x 1 21 2 31 1 12 2 13
V Ž l . q u V Ž l . y ¤ V Ž l . s 0, V Ž l . q u V Ž l . y ¤ V Ž l . s 0,22 x 1 21 1 12 33 x 2 31 2 13
V Ž l . q u V Ž l . y ¤ V Ž l . s 0, V Ž l . q u V Ž l . y ¤ V Ž l . s 0.23 x 2 21 1 13 32 x 1 31 2 12
Further we choose that V Ž0. s y1, V Ž0. s 1, V Ž0. s 1, V Ž0. s 0, V Ž0. s 0,11 22 33 23 32
and we suppose that V Ž l . N s 0, 1 F i, j F 3, l G 1, which means toi j us0
identify constants of integration to be zero. Then V Ž l . is uniquely deter-i j
Ž .mined by 2.3 . Therefore, for instance, it is easy to see that
V Ž1. s 0, V Ž1. s 0, V Ž1. s 0,11 22 33
2.4aŽ .
V Ž1. s 0, V Ž1. s 0,23 32
V Ž1. s u , V Ž1. s ¤ , V Ž1. s u , V Ž1. s ¤ , 2.4bŽ .12 1 21 1 13 2 31 2
1 1Ž2. Ž2.V s u ¤ q u ¤ , V s y u ,Ž .11 1 1 2 2 12 1 x2 2
2.5aŽ .
1 1Ž2. Ž2.V s y u , V s ¤ ,13 2 x 21 1 x2 2
1 1 1Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.V s y u ¤ , V s y u ¤ , V s ¤ ,22 1 1 23 2 1 31 2 x2 2 2
2.5bŽ .
1 1Ž2. Ž2.V s y u ¤ , V s y u ¤ .32 1 2 33 2 22 2
Ž .By using 2.3 , we have
TKG s JG , G s ¤ , ¤ , u , u , l G 1, 2.6Ž . Ž .ly1 l 0 1 2 1 2
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Ž Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l ..Twith G s V , V , V , V and the condition G N s 0. Here Jly1 21 31 12 13 l us0
and K are two skew-symmetric operators,
0 0 y2 0
0 0 0 y2J s ,
2 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
K s K , KU s yK ,Ž .i j i j ji4=4
with
K s 2u ›y1 u , K s u ›y1 u q u ›y1 u ,11 1 1 12 1 2 2 1
K s › y 2u ›y1 ¤ y u ›y1 ¤ ,13 1 1 2 2
K s yu ›y1 ¤ , K s 2u ›y1 u ,14 1 2 22 2 2
K s u ›y1 ¤ , K s › y 2u ›y1 ¤ y u ›y1 ¤ ,23 2 1 24 2 2 1 1
K s 2¤ ›y1 ¤ , K s ¤ ›y1 ¤ q ¤ ›y1 ¤ ,33 1 1 34 1 2 2 1
K s 2¤ ›y1 ¤ .44 2 2
Ž .Now we consider the auxiliary problem of the spectral problem 2.1 ,
c s V Žm.c , V Žm. s V Žm. u , l s lmV , m G 0, 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .qtm
where the symbol q stands for the choice of nonnegative power of l. The
Ž . Ž .compatibility condition between 2.1 and 2.7 leads to the zero-curvature
w xequation, U y V q U, V s 0, that is the following soliton hierarchy,t x
u s X , m G 0, 2.8Ž .t mm
where the vector field X s JG . The first typical nonlinear system in thel l
hierarchy is the coupled nonlinear Schrodinger equations,È
1 12 2u s y u q u ¤ q u u ¤ , u s y u q u ¤ q u u ¤ ,1 t 1 x x 1 1 1 2 2 2 t 2 x x 2 2 1 2 12 2
2.9Ž .
1 12 2¤ s ¤ y u ¤ y u ¤ ¤ , ¤ s ¤ y u ¤ y u ¤ ¤ ,1 t 1 x x 1 1 2 1 2 2 t 2 x x 2 2 1 1 22 2
w xwhich have important applications in physics 12, 13 .
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3. A FINITE-DIMENSIONAL HAMILTONIAN SYSTEM
The key to the settlement of nonlinearization of a spectral problem lies
in calculating the functional gradient of the eigenvalue with respect to the
Ž .potentials. To this end we introduce the adjoint spectral problem of 2.1 ,
TT 1 2 3w s yU u , l w , w s w , w , w . 3.1Ž . Ž .Ž .x
Let l , . . . , l be N mutual distinct eigenvalues. Then the systems associ-1 N
Ž . Ž .ated with 2.1 and 3.1 can be written in the form,
T1 2 3 1 2 3q , q , q s q , q , q U u , l ,Ž .Ž . Ž .l l l l l l lx
3.2Ž .
p1 , p2 , p3 s y p1 , p2 , p3 U u , l ,Ž .Ž . Ž .l l l l l l lx
i iŽ . i iŽ .where q s c l , p s w l , 1 F i F 3, 1 F l F N, are eigenfunctions.l l l l
It is easy to calculate that the functional gradient of the eigenvalue l withl
regard to the potential u is
T
dl dl dl dl dl Tl l l l 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 3=l s s , , , s q p , q p , q p , q p .Ž .l l l l l l l l lž /d u d u d u d ¤ d ¤1 2 1 2
3.3Ž .
Here we assume that
q1p1 y q2 p2 y q3p3 dx s 1,Ž .H l l l l l l
V
Ž . Ž .where V is y‘, ‘ or yT , T in the decaying at infinity condition or the
periodic condition, respectively. A direct calculation shows that such a
gradient satisfies the following equation,
K =l s l J =l . 3.4Ž .l l l
Now we consider the Bargmann constraint,
N
G s =l , 3.5Ž .Ý0 l
ls1
which implies
² 1 2: ² 1 3:u s q , p , u s q , p ,1 2
3.6Ž .
² 2 1: ² 3 1:¤ s q , p , ¤ s q , p ,1 2
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² : N i Ž i i .Twhere . , . is the standard inner product in R , q s q , . . . , q ,1 N
i Ž i i .T Ž . Ž .p s p , . . . , p , 1 F i F 3. Substituting 3.6 into 3.2 , we obtain a1 N
finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system,
› H › H
i iq s , p s y , 1 F i F 3, 3.7Ž .x xi i› p › q
with the Hamiltonian,
² 1 1: ² 2 2: ² 3 3: ² 1 2:² 2 1:H s y Lq , p q Lq , p q Lq , p q q , p q , p
² 1 3:² 3 1:q q , p q , p ,
Ž . Ž .where L s diag l , . . . , l . Moreover, it is easy to see from 3.2 that1 N
T1 2 3 1 2 3q , q , q p , p , p s 0.Ž . Ž .l l l l l l x
Thus we have
q1p1 q q2 p2 q q3p3 s constant. 3.8Ž .l l l l l l
4. THE INVOLUTIVE SYSTEMS OF CONSERVED
INTEGRALS AND THE INTEGRABILITY
In order to search for involutive systems of conserved integrals for the
Ž .Hamiltonian system 3.7 , we easily verify the following assertions.
LEMMA 1. Let V be a solution of the stationary zero-cur¤ature equation
Ž .2.2 . Then
Ž . Ž .1 det V is an independent constant of the ¤ariable x, that is det V x
Ž w x.s 0 see 14 .
Ž .2 The matrix mI y V is also a solution of the stationary zero-cur¤a-
Ž .ture equation 2.2 , where m is an arbitrary parameter, I is a 3 = 3 unit
matrix.
Ž .By using Lemma 4.1, we know that det mI y V is an independent
constant of the variable x with the expansion,
det mI y V s m3 y F Ž0.m2 q F Ž1.m y F Ž2. , 4.1Ž . Ž .l l l
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where
V Vii i jŽ0. Ž1.F s tr V , F s ,Ýl l V Vji j j1Fi-jF3
4.2Ž .V V V11 12 13
Ž2. V V VF s .21 22 23l
V V V31 32 33
It is easy to see that F Ž0., F Ž1., F Ž2. are independent constants of thel l l
variable x.
ij
NNow we introduce a bilinear function Q on R and its partial-fractionl
expansion and Laurent expansion,
N i jij q pl ly1 i j yny1 n i j² :Q s lI y L q , p s s l L q , p ,Ž .² : Ý Ýl N l y llls1 nG0
where I is an N = N unit matrix. We take the following restriction,N
ij
Ž0. yn ny1 i j Ž0.² :V s V q l L q , p s V q Q , 1 F i , j F 3, 4.3Ž .Ýi j i j i j l
nG1
Ž . Ž . Ž .which implies the constraint 3.5 . Substituting 4.3 into 4.2 yields
Ž .generating functions of integrals of motion for 3.7 ,
11 22 33
Ž0. Ž0.ÃF s F q 1 s Q q Q q Q , 4.4Ž .l l l l l
11
Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.ÃF s F q 1 s 2 Q q T , 4.5Ž .l l l l
11
Ž2. Ž2. Ž0. Ž2.Ã ÃF s F q F q 1 s 2 Q q T q R , 4.6Ž .l l l l l l
where
ijii
Q Ql lŽ1.T s , 4.7Ž .Ýl ji jj
1Fi-jF3 Q Ql l
11 12 11 13 22 23
Q Q Q Q Q Ql l l l l lŽ2.T s q y , 4.8Ž .l 21 22 31 33 32 33
Q Q Q Q Q Ql l l l l l
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11 12 13
Q Q Ql l l
21 22 23
R s . 4.9Ž .Q Q Ql l l l
31 32 33
Q Q Ql l l
The Poisson bracket of two functions in the symplectic space
Ž 6 N 3 i i.R ,Ý dp n dq is defined asis1
N 3 › f › g › f › g
 4f , g s yÝ Ý i i i iž /› q › p › p › qj j j jjs1 is1
3 › f › g › f › g
s , y , ,Ý i i i i¦ ; ¦ ;ž /› q › p › p › qis1
which is skew-symmetric, bilinear, satisfies the Jacobi identity and Leibnitz
 4  4  4rule: fg, h s f g, h q g f , h . We first prove the following facts.
LEMMA 2. We ha¤e
11 11 ii
Ž0.ÃQ , Q s 0, F , Q s 0, 1 F i F 3, 4.10Ž .m l m l½ 5½ 5
T Ž1. , T Ž1. s 0, T Ž1. , R s 0, 4  4m l m l
4.11Ž .
R , R s 0, ;l, m g C . 4m l
Proof. By using the definition of the Poisson bracket, we have
11 1111 11
3 › Q › Q11 11 › Q › Qm ml l
Q , Q s , y , .Ým l½ 5 k k k k− < − <› q › p › p › q 0ks1
Substituting the equalities,
ij
› Ql y1 js lI y L d p ,Ž .N ikk› q
4.12Ž .
ij
› Ql y1 is lI y L d q , 1 F i , j, k F 3,Ž .N jkk› p
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11 11
 4into the preceding expression yields Q , Q s 0, ;l, m g C. Similarly,m l
ii
Ž0.Ã 4 Ž . Ž .we arrive at F , Q s 0, 1 F i F 3, ;l, m g C. From 4.7 and 4.12 ,m l
we have
Ž1. jj ii› Tl y1 i js lI y L d Q p q d Q pŽ .Ý N ik l jk lk ž› q 1Fi-jF3
ji ij
j iyd Q p y d Q p , 4.13aŽ .i k l jk l /
Ž1. jj ii› Tl y1 i js lI y L d Q q q d Q qŽ .Ý N ik l jk lk ž› p 1Fi-jF3
ji ij
i jyd Q q y d Q q . 4.13bŽ .jk l i k l /
Ž .Substituting 4.13 into the following equality,
3 Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.› T › T › T › Tm l m lŽ1. Ž1.T , T s , y , , 4.14Ž . 4 Ým l k k k k¦ ; ¦ ;ž /› q › p › p › qks1
 Ž1. Ž1.4a long calculation shows that T , T s 0 in view of equality,m l
ij ij
y1 y1 y1i jlI y L mI y L q , p s m y l Q y Q . 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .² :N N l mž /
 Ž1. 4  4In a similar way, we have that T , R s 0, R , R s 0, ;l, m g C. Them l m l
Ž .proof of 4.11 is in detail given in the Appendix.
LEMMA 3. Hence,
11 21 12 12 21 31 13 13 31
Ž1.m y l Q , T s Q Q y Q Q q Q Q y Q Q , 4.16aŽ . Ž .m l m l m l m l m l½ 5
22 12 21 21 12 32 23 23 32
Ž1.m y l Q , T s Q Q y Q Q q Q Q y Q Q , 4.16bŽ . Ž .m l m l m l m l m l½ 5
33 13 31 31 13 23 32 32 23
Ž1.m y l Q , T s Q Q y Q Q q Q Q y Q Q ,Ž . m l m l m l m l m l½ 5
;l, m g C . 4.16cŽ .
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Ž . Ž .Proof. From Eqs. 4.7 and 4.12 , we obtain
11 Ž1.› Tly1Ž1. 1m y l Q , T s m y l mI y L p ,Ž . Ž . Ž .m l N½ 5 1¦ ;ž › p
› T Ž1.ly1 1y mI y L q , . 4.17Ž . Ž .N 1¦ ;/› q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting 4.13 into 4.17 and using 4.15 , we find that 4.16a holds.
Ž . Ž .Likewise, Eqs. 4.16b and 4.16c hold as well. The proof is completed.
Applying the same approach, we can prove the following three lemmas.
LEMMA 4. We ha¤e
11 21 12 12 21 31 13 13 31
Ž2.m y l Q , T s Q Q y Q Q q Q Q y Q Q , 4.18aŽ . Ž .m l m l m l m l m l½ 5
22 12 21 21 12 32 23 23 32
Ž2.m y l Q , T s Q Q y Q Q y Q Q q Q Q , 4.18bŽ . Ž .m l m l m l m l m l½ 5
33 13 31 31 13 23 32 32 23
Ž2.m y l Q , T s Q Q y Q Q y Q Q q Q Q ,Ž . m l m l m l m l m l½ 5
;l, m g C . 4.18cŽ .
LEMMA 5. Thus,
11 12 23 31 21 33 21 13 32 12 33
m y l Q , R s Q Q Q y Q Q y Q Q Q y Q QŽ . m l m l l l l m l l l l½ 5 ž / ž /
13 21 32 22 31 31 12 23 13 22
q Q Q Q y Q Q y Q Q Q y Q Q ,m l l l l m l l l lž / ž /
4.19aŽ .
22 21 13 32 12 33 12 23 31 21 33
m y l Q , R s Q Q Q y Q Q y Q Q Q y Q QŽ . m l m l l l l m l l l l½ 5 ž / ž /
23 12 31 11 32 32 13 21 11 23
q Q Q Q y Q Q y Q Q Q y Q Q ,m l l l l m l l l lž / ž /
4.19bŽ .
33 31 12 23 13 22 13 21 32 22 31
m y l Q , R s Q Q Q y Q Q y Q Q Q y Q QŽ . m l m l l l l m l l l l½ 5 ž / ž /
32 13 21 11 23 23 12 31 11 32
q Q Q Q y Q Q y Q Q Q y Q Q ,m l l l l m l l l lž / ž /
;l, m g C . 4.19cŽ .
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LEMMA 6. Therefore,
22 22 31 13 13 31
Ž2. Ž2.m y l T , T s 2 Q y Q Q Q y Q QŽ .  4m l m l m l m lž / ž /
33 33 21 12 12 21
q 2 Q y Q Q Q y Q Qm l m l m lž / ž /
23 23 12 31 31 12
q 2 Q y Q Q Q y Q Qm l m l m lž / ž /
32 32 13 21 21 13
q 2 Q y Q Q Q y Q Q , 4.20aŽ .m l m l m lž / ž /
21 13 32 12 33 12 23 31 21 33
Ž1. Ž2.m y l T , T s 2 Q Q Q y Q Q y 2 Q Q Q y Q QŽ .  4m l m l l l l m l l l lž / ž /
31 12 23 13 22
q 2 Q Q Q y Q Qm l l l lž /
13 21 32 22 31
y 2 Q Q Q y Q Q , 4.20bŽ .m l l l lž /
22 13 12 23 21 32 22 31
Ž2.m y l T , R s 2 Q Q y Q Q Q Q y Q QŽ .  4m l m m m m l l l lž /ž /
21 32 22 31 12 23 13 22
q 2 Q Q y Q Q Q Q y Q Qm m m m l l l lž /ž /
21 33 23 31 13 32 12 33
y2 Q Q y Q Q Q Q y Q Qm m m m l l l lž /ž /
13 32 12 33 23 31 21 33
y 2 Q Q y Q Q Q Q y Q Q ,m m m m l l l lž /ž /
;l, m g C . 4.20cŽ .
The proof of the lemma is given in the Appendix.
THEOREM 7. Now
Ã Ž i. Ã Ž j.F , F s 0, 1 F i , j F 3, ;l, m g C . 4.21Ž .½ 5m l
Ã Ž0. Ã Ž0. 4 Ž .Proof. Obviously F , F s 0 from the second expression of 4.10 .m l
Ž .By using 4.16a , we have
11 11
Ž1. Ž1.Q , T q T , Q s 0,m l m l½ 5½ 5
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11 11
Ž1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.Ã Ã 4  4  4which together with Q , Q s 0, T , T s 0 implies F , F s 0m l m l m l
in the light of the bilinear property of the Poisson bracket. Resorting to
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4.18a , 4.20c , 4.19a , and 4.20a , we obtain
11 11
Ž2. Ž2. Ž2. Ž2.Q , T q T , Q s 0, T , R q R , T s 0, 4.22Ž . 4  4m l m l m l m l½ 5½ 5
11 11
Ž2. Ž2.2 Q , R q 2 R , Q q T , T s 0. 4.23Ž . 4m l m l m l½ 5½ 5
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 4.22 and 4.23 , the first expression of 4.10 and the third expres-
Ã Ž2. Ã Ž2.Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .sion of 4.11 , we have that F , F s 0. In view of 4.16 , 4.18 , andm l
Ž .4.19 , we have
Ã Ž0. Ž1. Ã Ž0. Ž2. Ã Ž0.F , T s 0, F , T s 0, F , R s 0,½ 5 ½ 5 ½ 5m l m l m l
Ã Ž0. Ã Ž1. Ã Ž0. Ã Ž2.Ž .  4  4which together with 4.10 lead up to F , F s 0, F , F s 0.m l m l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Noticing 4.16a , 4.18a , 4.19a , and 4.20b , we get
11 11 11
Ž2. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2.Q , T q T , Q s 0, 2 Q , R q T , T s 0, 4m l m l m l m l½ 5½ 5 ½ 5
Ã Ž1. Ã Ž2. 4 Ž .which yield F , F s 0 with the aid of the first expression of 4.10m l
Ž .and the second expression of 4.11 . The proof is complete.
ik
Ž . Ž .Substituting the Laurent expansion of Q into 4.4 ] 4.6 , respectively,l
we obtain
Ã Ž0. ymy1 Ž0. Ã Ž1. ymy1 Ž1.F s l F , F s l F ,Ý Ýl m l m
mG0 mG0
4.24Ž .
Ž2. ymy1 Ž2.ÃF s l F ,Ýl m
mG0
where
Ž0. ² m 1 1: ² m 2 2: ² m 3 3:F s L q , p q L q , p q L q , p , m G 0, 4.25Ž .m
Ž1. ² 1 1:F s 2 q , p , 4.26aŽ .0
m ly1 i i myl j i² : ² :L q , p L q , pŽ1. m 1 1² :F s 2 L q , p q ,Ý Ým ly1 i j myl j j² : ² :L q , p L q , p1Fi-jF3 ls1
m G 1, 4.26bŽ .
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Ž2. ² 1 1:F s 2 q , p , 4.27aŽ .0
1 1 2 1² : ² :q , p q , pŽ2. 1 1² :F s 2 Lq , p q1 1 2 2 2² : ² :q , p q , p
1 1 1 2 2 2 3² : ² : ² : ² :q , p q3, p q , p q , p
q y , 4.27bŽ .1 3 3 3 3 2 3 3² : ² : ² : ² :q , p q , p q , p q , p
l 1 1 n 2 1² : ² :L q , p L q , pŽ2. m 1 1² :F s 2 L q , p q Ým l 1 2 n 2 2ž ² : ² :L q , p L q , plqnsmy1
l , nG0
l 1 1 n 3 1² : ² :L q , p L q , p
q
l 1 3 n 3 3² : ² :L q , p L q , p
l 2 2 n 2 3² : ² :L q , p L q , p
y
l 3 2 n 3 3 /² : ² :L q , p L q , p
l 1 1 n 1 2 s 1 3² : ² : ² :L q , p L q , p L q , p
l 2 1 n 2 2 s 2 3² : ² : ² :q , m G 2.L q , p L q , p L q , pÝ
lqnqssmy2 l 3 1 n 3 2 s 3 3² : ² : ² :L q , p L q , p L q , pl , n , sG0
4.27cŽ .
Ž . Ž .Equations 4.21 and 4.24 imply the following fact.
 Ž i.4THEOREM 8. The functions F , 0 F i F 2, m G 0, are in in¤olution inm
 Ž i. Ž j.4pairs, F , F s 0, 0 F i, j F 2, for any m, l G 0.m l
In order to prove functional independence of the conserved integrals, we
w xintroduce their two generators 15 ,
N Ž i j.BlkŽ i j. Ž i j. i j i j i j i jG s , B s q q y q q p p y p p , 4.28Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýl lk l k k l l k k ll y ll kks1
k/l
N N Alk s
F s ,Ý Ýl l y l l y lŽ . Ž .l k k sss1 ks1
s/k k/l
4.29Ž .1 2 3 1 2 3q q q p p pl l l l l l
1 2 3 1 2 3q q q p p pA s .k k k k k klk s
1 2 2 1 2 3q q q p p ps s s s s s
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Hence the generating functions of GŽ i j. and F , respectively, arel l
N Ž i j.jj ij jiii Gl
Q Q y Q Q s , 1 F i , j F 3, 4.30Ž .Ýl l l l l y llls1
N Fl
R s . 4.31Ž .Ýl l y llls1
Ž i. Ž i. Ž .Let E , . . . , E 0 F i F 2 be defined as follows,1 N
EŽ0. s q1p1 q q2 p2 q q3p3 , 4.32Ž .l l l l l l l
EŽ1. s 2 q1p1 q GŽ12. q GŽ13. q GŽ23. , 4.33Ž .l l l l l l
EŽ2. s 2 q1p1 q GŽ12. q GŽ13. y GŽ23. q F . 4.34Ž .l l l l l l l
Then it is easy to see that the generating functions of EŽ i. arel
N Ž i.ElŽ i.F s , 0 F i F 2. 4.35Ž .Ýl l y llls1
Ž .y1 y1 Ž .Expanding l y l as a power series in l and substituting into 4.35 ,l
we obtain
‘ N
Ž i. ymy1 m Ž i.F s l l E ,Ý Ýl l l
ls0 ls1
Ž .which together with 4.24 gives
N
Ž i. m Ž i.F s l E , 0 F i F 2. 4.36Ž .Ým l l
ls1
THEOREM 9. The 3N 1-forms dEŽ i., 1 F l F N, 0 F i F 2, are linearlyl
independent.
Proof. Suppose that there exist 3N constants cŽ i., 1 F l F N, 0 F i F 2,l
satisfying
N
Ž0. Ž0. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.c dE q c dE q c dE s 0, 4.37Ž .Ž .Ý l l l l l l
ls1
Ž .then 4.37 implies
N Ž0. Ž1. Ž2.› E › E › El l lŽ0. Ž1. Ž2.c q c q c s 0, 1 F i F 3. 4.38Ž .Ý l l li i iž /› p › p › pls1
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In order to deduce all constants cŽ i. s 0, 1 F l F N, 0 F i F 2, we demandl
the following equalities, which can be calculated directly,
Tl y 1 N y l¡! # " ! # "2 j j› q pl l 0, . . . , 0 , 1, 0, . . . , 0 , j s i ,~s 4.39Ž .ž /i i› q › p ¢0, j / i , 1 F i , j F 3,
2 Ž i j. j j j j N j j› G q p q p q pl l l l l k ks , . . . , , ,Ýi i l y l l y l l y l› q › p  l 1 l ly1 l kks1
k/l
T
j j j jq p q pl l l l
, . . . , , 4.40aŽ .
l y l l y l 0l lq1 l N
2 Ž i j. i i i i N i i› G q p q p q pl l l l l k ks , . . . , , ,Ýj j l y l l y l l y l› q › p  l 1 l ly1 l kks1
k/l
T
i i i iq p q pl l l l
, . . . , ,
l y l l y l 0l lq1 l N
1 F i - j F 3, 4.40bŽ .
› 2 GŽ i j.l s 0, k / i , j. 4.40cŽ .k k› q › p
i Ž .Acting with the operator ›r› q N , 1 F i F 3, upon 4.38 , we get thatqsps0
cŽ0. s 0, cŽ1. q cŽ2. s 0, 1 F l F N , 4.41Ž .l l l
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž i i.in view of 4.39 and 4.40 and the equality › Fr › q › p N s 0,l qsps0
Ž 1 2 3.T Ž 1 2 3.T Ž . Ž .where q s q , q , q , p s p , p , p . By using 4.38 , 4.33 , and
Ž . Ž .4.34 , Eq. 4.37 can be reduced to
N Ž23.› G › Fl lŽ1.c 2 y s 0, 1 F i F 3. 4.42Ž .Ý l i iž /› p › pls1
Now we define the operator,
D s diag › 2r › q2 › p2 , . . . , › 2r › q2 › p2 , 1 F s F N.Ž . Ž .s s s s sž /^ ‘ _
N
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Ž .Then we have from 4.40 that
T¡ 1 1 1 1
, . . . , , 0, , . . . , ,




Ž 2 . Ž .Acting with the operator D ›r › q N , 1 F s F N, upon 4.42 withs qsps0
2 Ž 2 2 . Ž1.i s 2 and noticing D › Fr › q › p N s 0, we get that c s 0,s l qsps0 s
Ž . Ž2.which together with 4.41 deduces c s 0, 1 F s F N. Hence the 3Ns
1-forms dEŽ i., 0 F i F 2, 1 F l F N, are linearly independent.l
THEOREM 10. The 3N 1-forms dF Ž i., 1 F l F N, 0 F i F 2, are alsol
linear independent.
Proof. Assume that there exist 3N constants bŽ i., 1 F m F N, 0 F i F 2,m
so that
N
Ž0. Ž0. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.b dF q b dF q b dF s 0. 4.44Ž .Ž .Ý m m m m m m
ms1
Ž . Ž . Ž i.Substituting 4.36 into 4.44 and noting the independence of the dE ,l
1 F l F N, 0 F i F 2, yield
N
Ž i. my1b l s 0, 1 F l F N , 0 F i F 2,Ý m l
ms1
which implies bŽ i. s 0, 1 F m F N, 0 F i F 2, by utilizing that Vander-m
monde determinant is not zero. The proof is complete.
Ž .It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian function H of the system 3.7 can
be rewritten as follows
1 1 1Ž0. Ž1. Ž0. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2.H s F q F F y F y F q F . 4.45Ž .Ž .Ž .1 0 0 0 1 12 2 2
Ž .Hence the integrability of the Hamiltonian system 3.7 is established
Ž w x.resorting to Theorems 8 and 10 see 16 .
Ž .THEOREM 11. The finite-dimensional Hamiltonian system 3.7 is com-
pletely integrable in the Liou¤ille sense.
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APPENDIX
 Ž1. Ž1.4 Ž .A.1. The Proof of T , T s 0 in 4.11m l
Let
3 Ž1. Ž1.› T › Tm lw xf m , l s m y l , . A1Ž . Ž .Ý1 k k¦ ;› q › pks1
Then we have
Ž1. Ž1. w x w xm y l T , T s f m , l q f l, m . A2Ž . Ž . 4m l 1 1
 Ž1. Ž1.4In what follows, we prove by the Mathematica that T , T s 0,m l
22 22 11 11 33 11 11
w xf m , l [ Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Q1 y y m l l m l l mž / ž /ž
12 21 21 13 31 31
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
33 22 11 11 33 11 11
q Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
12 21 21 13 31 31
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
21 22 12 12 33 12 12
y Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
12 22 22 13 32 32
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
31 22 13 13 33 13 13
y Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
12 23 23 13 33 33
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
11 11 22 22 33 22 22
q Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
21 12 12 23 32 32
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
33 11 22 22 33 22 22
q Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
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21 12 12 23 32 32
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
12 11 21 21 33 21 21
y Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
21 11 11 23 31 31
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
32 11 23 23 33 23 23
y Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
21 13 13 23 33 33
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
11 11 33 33 22 33 33
q Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
31 13 13 32 23 23
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
22 11 33 33 22 33 33
q Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
31 13 13 32 23 23
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
13 11 31 31 22 31 31
y Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
31 11 11 32 21 21
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
23 11 32 32 22 32 32
y Q Q Q y Q q Q Q y Qm l l m l l mž / ž /ž
31 12 12 32 22 22
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Q ;l l m l l mž / ž / /
w x w xSimplify f m , l q f l, m ,1 1
w xOut 1 s 0.
w x Ž .Here the expression of f m , l can be obtained by substituting 4.71 y y
Ž . Ž .into A1 and using 4.15 . In a similar way, we can show the following
results.
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 Ž1. 4  4 Ž .A.2. The Proof of T , R s 0 and R , R s 0 in 4.11m l m l
Let
3 Ž1. Ž1.› T › R › T › Rm l m lw xf m , l s m y l , y , , A3Ž . Ž .Ý2 k k k k¦ ; ¦ ;ž /› q › p › p › qks1
3 › R › Rm lw xf m , l s m y l , . A4Ž . Ž .Ý3 k k¦ ;ž › q › pks1
It is easy to see that
Ž1. w xm y l T , R s f m , l , A5Ž . Ž . 4m l 2
w x w xm y l R , R s f m , l q f l, m . A6 4Ž . Ž .m l 3 3
 Ž1. 4  4Resorting to the Mathematica, we can verify that T , R s 0, R , Rm l m l
s 0,
22 33 23 32 23 31 21 33
w x w xa l [ Q Q y Q Q ; a l [ Q Q y Q Q ;11 y l l l l 12 y l l l l
21 32 22 31 13 32 12 33
w x w xa l [ Q Q y Q Q ; a l [ Q Q y Q Q ;13 y l l l l 21 y l l l l
11 33 13 31 12 31 11 32
w x w xa l [ Q Q y Q Q ; a l [ Q Q y Q Q ;22 y l l l l 23 y l l l l
12 23 13 22 13 21 11 23
w x w xa l [ Q Q y Q Q ; a l [ Q Q y Q Q ;31 y l l l l 32 y l l l l
11 22 12 21
w xa l [ Q Q y Q Q ;33 y l l l l
22 33 11 11 21 21
w x w x w xf m , l [ Q q Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q2 y y m m 11 l m 21 l mž / ž / ž /ž
31 31
w xqa l Q y Q31 l mž / /
11 33 12 12 22 22
w x w xq Q q Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 12 l m 22 l mž / ž / ž /ž
32 32
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
11 22 13 13 23 23
w x w xq Q q Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 13 l m 23 l mž / ž / ž /ž
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33 33
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
21 12 12 22 22
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 11 l m 21 l mž / ž /ž
32 32
w xqa l Q y Q31 l mž / /
31 13 13 23 23
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 11 l m 21 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q31 l mž / /
12 11 11 21 21
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 12 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
31 31
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
32 13 13 23 23
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 12 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
13 11 11 21 21
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 13 l m 23 l mž / ž /ž
31 31
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
23 12 12 22 22
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 13 l m 23 l mž / ž /ž
32 32
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
22 33 11 11 12 12
w x w xy Q q Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 11 l m 12 l mž / ž / ž /ž
13 13
w xqa l Q y Q13 l mž / /
11 33 21 21 22 22
w x w xy Q q Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 21 l m 22 l mž / ž / ž /ž
23 23
w xqa l Q y Q23 l mž / /
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11 22 31 31 32 32
w x w xy Q q Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 31 l m 32 l mž / ž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
12 21 21 22 22
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 11 l m 12 l mž / ž /ž
23 23
w xqa l Q y Q13 l mž / /
13 31 31 32 32
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 11 l m 12 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q13 l mž / /
21 11 11 12 12
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 21 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
13 13
w xqa l Q y Q23 l mž / /
23 31 31 32 32
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 21 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q23 l mž / /
31 11 11 12 12
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 31 l m 32 l mž / ž /ž
13 13
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
32 21 21 22 22
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 31 l m 32 l mž / ž /ž
23 23
w xqa l Q y Q ;33 l mž / /
11 11 21 21
w x w x w x w xf m , l [ a m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q3 y y 11 11 l m 11 l mž / ž /ž
31 31
w xqa l Q y Q31 l mž / /
12 12 22 22
w x w x w xqa m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q12 11 l m 21 l mž / ž /ž
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32 32
w xqa l Q y Q31 l mž / /
13 13 23 23
w x w x w xqa m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q13 11 l m 21 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q31 l mž / /
11 11 21 21
w x w x w xqa m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q21 12 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
31 31
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
12 12 22 22
w x w x w xqa m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q22 12 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
32 32
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
13 13 23 23
w x w x w xqa m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q23 12 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
11 11 21 21
w x w x w xqa m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q31 13 l m 23 l mž / ž /ž
31 31
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
12 12 22 22
w x w x w xqa m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q32 13 l m 23 l mž / ž /ž
32 32
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
13 13 23 23
w x w x w xqa m a l Q y Q q a l Q y Q33 13 l m 23 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q ;33 l mž / /
w xSimplify f m , l ,2
w x w xSimplify f m , l q f l, m ,3 3
w xOut 2 s 0,
w xOut 3 s 0.
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Ž .A.3. The Proof of 4.20
Let
3 Ž2. Ž2.› T › Tm lw xf m , l s m y l , , A7Ž . Ž .Ý4 k k¦ ;› q › pks1
3 Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.› T › T › T › Tm l m lw xf m , l s m y l , y , , A8Ž . Ž .Ý5 k k k k¦ ; ¦ ;ž /› q › p › p › qks1
3 Ž2. Ž2.› T › R › T › Rm l m lw xf m , l s m y l , y , . A9Ž . Ž .Ý6 k k k k¦ ; ¦ ;ž /› q › p › p › qks1
Then we have
Ž2. Ž2. w x w xm y l T , T s f m , l q f l, m , A10Ž . Ž . 4m l 4 4
Ž1. Ž2. w xm y l T , T s f m , l , A11Ž . Ž . 4m l 5
Ž2. w xm y l T , R s f m , l . A12Ž . Ž . 4m l 6
Ž .We see by the Mathematica that 4.20 holds
22 33 22 33 11 11
w xf m , l [ Q q Q Q q Q Q y Q4 y y m m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
12 21 21 13 31 31
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
21 22 33 12 12
y Q Q q Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
12 22 22 13 32 32
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
31 22 33 13 13
y Q Q q Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
12 23 23 13 33 33
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
11 33 11 33 22 22
q Q y Q Q y Q Q y Qm m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
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21 12 12 23 32 32
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
12 11 33 21 21
y Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
21 11 11 23 31 31
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
32 11 33 23 23
q Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
21 13 13 23 33 33
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
11 22 11 22 33 33
q Q y Q Q y Q Q y Qm m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
31 13 13 32 23 23
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
13 11 22 33 31
y Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
31 11 11 32 21 21
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
23 11 22 32 32
q Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
31 12 12 32 22 22
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Q ;l l m l l mž / ž / /
22 22 31 13 13 31
g s 2) Q y Q Q Q y Q Q1 m l m l m lž / ž /
33 33 21 12 12 21
q2) Q y Q Q Q y Q Qm l m l m lž / ž /
23 23 12 31 31 12
q2) Q y Q Q Q y Q Qm l m l m lž / ž /
32 32 13 21 21 13
q2) Q y Q Q Q y Q Q ;m l m l m lž / ž /
22 33 22 33 11 11
w xf m , l [ Q q Q Q q Q Q y Q5 y y m m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
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12 21 21 13 31 31
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
21 22 33 12 12
y Q Q q Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
12 22 22 13 32 32
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
31 22 33 13 13
y Q Q q Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
12 23 23 13 33 33
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
11 33 11 33 22 22
q Q q Q Q y Q Q y Qm m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
21 12 12 23 32 32
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
12 11 33 21 21
y Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
21 11 11 23 31 31
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
32 11 33 23 23
y Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
21 13 13 23 33 33
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
11 22 11 22 33 33
q Q q Q Q y Q Q y Qm m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
31 13 13 32 23 23
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
13 11 22 31 31
y Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
31 11 11 32 21 21
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
23 11 22 32 32
y Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
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31 12 12 32 22 22
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
22 33 22 33 11 11
y Q q Q Q q Q Q y Qm m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
21 12 12 31 13 13
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
12 22 33 21 21
q Q Q q Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
21 22 22 31 23 23
y Q Q y Q y Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
13 22 33 31 31
q Q Q q Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
21 32 32 33 33
y Q Q y Q y Q y Ql l m l mž / ž / /
11 33 11 33 22 22
y Q q Q Q y Q Q y Qm m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
12 21 21 32 23 23
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
21 11 33 12 12
q Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
12 11 11 32 13 13
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
23 11 33 32 32
q Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
12 31 31 32 33 33
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
11 22 11 22 33 33
y Q q Q Q y Q Q y Qm m l l l mž /ž / ž /ž
13 31 31 23 32 32
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
31 11 22 13 13
q Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
13 11 11 23 12 12
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Ql l m l l mž / ž / /
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32 11 22 23 23
q Q Q y Q Q y Qm l l l mž / ž /ž
13 21 21 23 22 22
y Q Q y Q q Q Q y Q ;l l m l l mž / ž / /
21 13 32 12 33 12 23 31 21 33
g s 2) Q Q Q y Q Q y 2) Q Q Q y Q Q2 m l l l l m l l l lž / ž /
31 12 23 13 22 13 21 32 22 31
q 2) Q Q Q y Q Q y 2) Q Q Q y Q Q ;m l l l l m l l l lž / ž /
22 33 11 11
w x w xf m , l [ Q q Q a l Q y Q6 y y m m 11 l mž / ž /ž
21 21 31 31
w x w xqa l Q y Q q a l Q y Q21 l m 31 l mž / ž / /
21 12 12 22 22
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 11 l m 21 l mž / ž /ž
32 32
w xqa l Q y Q31 l mž / /
31 13 13 23 23
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 11 l m 21 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q31 l mž / /
11 33 12 12 22 22
w x w xq Q y Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 12 l m 22 l mž / ž / ž /ž
32 32
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
12 11 11 21 21
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 12 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
31 31
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
32 13 13 23 23
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 12 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q32 l mž / /
11 22 13 13 23 23
w x w xq Q y Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 13 l m 23 l mž / ž / ž /ž
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33 33
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
13 11 11 21 21
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 13 l m 23 l mž / ž /ž
31 31
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
23 12 12 22 22
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 13 l m 23 l mž / ž /ž
32 32
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
22 33 11 11 12 12
w x w xy Q q Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 11 l m 12 l mž / ž / ž /ž
13 13
w xqa l Q y Q13 l mž / /
12 21 21 22 22
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 11 l m 12 l mž / ž /ž
23 23
w xqa l Q y Q13 l mž / /
13 31 31 32 32
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 11 l m 12 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q13 l mž / /
11 33 21 21 22 22
w x w xy Q y Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 21 l m 22 l mž / ž / ž /ž
23 23
w xqa l Q y Q23 l mž / /
21 11 11 12 12
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 21 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
13 13
w xqa l Q y Q23 l mž / /
23 31 31 32 32
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 21 l m 22 l mž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q23 l mž / /
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11 22 31 31 32 32
w x w xy Q y Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm m 31 l m 32 l mž / ž / ž /ž
33 33
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
31 11 11 12 12
w x w xq Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 31 l m 32 l mž / ž /ž
13 13
w xqa l Q y Q33 l mž / /
32 21 21 22 22
w x w xy Q a l Q y Q q a l Q y Qm 31 l m 32 l mž / ž /ž
23 23
w xqa l Q y Q ;33 l mž / /
w x w x w x w x w x w xg s y2) a m ) a l q 2) a m ) a l q 2) a m ) a l3 31 13 13 31 12 21
w x w xy 2) a m ) a l ;21 12
w x w xSimplify f m , l q f l, m y g ,4 4 1
w xSimplify f m , l y g ,5 2
w xSimplify f m , l y g ,6 3
w xOut 4 s 0,
w xOut 5 s 0,
w xOut 6 s 0.
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